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The attitudes of consumers around the world are dramatically changing, at the same time that their anxiety over 

security is dramatically increasing:

• Identity theft ranks first among eight security threats in the 2017 Unisys Security Index™, with 65 
percent of those surveyed saying they are seriously concerned (i.e., “extremely” or “very concerned”).

• Bankcard fraud ranks a close second among eight security threats in the index, with 64 percent of those 
surveyed saying they are seriously concerned. 

• Identity theft and bankcard fraud lead the way in an environment in which security concerns globally 
among consumers are both high and rising. The 2017 Unisys Security Index stands at 173 – 20 percent 
higher than in 2014, the last time the global Unisys Security Index was fielded.* In fact, twice as many 
countries (10 of 13, or 76 percent) surveyed show a serious level of concern about security as a whole – 
a jump from the percentage of the countries surveyed for the 2014 Unisys Security Index (when only 41 
percent, or 5 of 12, registered serious concern).

•  While security concerns have traditionally been high in developing** countries, concern is rising the 
fastest in developed*** countries, thus closing the gap between the two.

• The highest level of security index concerns are among women, who scored 10 points higher than men; 
people between the ages of 18 and 24, who scored 21 points higher than people aged 55 or over; and 
those with lower incomes, who scored 29 points higher than those with higher incomes.

Executive Summary

Global Security Concern Levels
Unisys Security Index (2H 2007 - 1H 2017)

     * The 2014 Unisys Security Index score was 143. Five points of the 30-point difference are due to the addition of new countries to the index.

      ** The Unisys Security Index defines a “developing” country as one in which the gross domestic product per capita is measured at $12,000 or less. 

*** The Unisys Security Index defines a “developed” country as one in which the gross domestic product per capita is measured at $12,000 or more.
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Unisys Corporation (NYSE: UIS) launched the Unisys Security Index – the only recurring snapshot of security concerns 
conducted globally – in 2007 to provide an ongoing, statistically-robust measure of concern about security. The index is a 
calculated score out of 300**** that measures consumer attitudes over time across eight areas of security in four categories:

The 2017 Unisys Security Index is based on online surveys conducted between April 6-18 of nationally representative samples 
of at least 1,000 adults (18 years of age and older) in each of the following countries: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, 
Colombia, Germany, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Philippines, the UK and the U.S. In all countries, the sample 
is weighted with respect to national demographic characteristics such as gender, age and region. The margin of error is +/-3.1 
percent at a country level and +/-0.9 percent at a global level, at a 95 percent confidence level.

The 2017 Unisys Security Index was conducted by Reputation Leaders, a global thought leadership consultancy delivering 
compelling research that causes people to think about brands differently. Reputation Leaders conducts global multi-stakeholder 
studies to create credible thought leadership using primary and secondary global research. 

The Unisys Security Index: 10 Years and Counting 

NATIONAL 
SECURITY

NATIONAL  
SECURITY

BANKCARD 
FRAUD

VIRUSES/ 
HACKING

IDENTITY THEFT

Your country’s national 
security in relation to war or 
terrorism

Other people obtaining  
and using your credit  
or debit card details

Computer and Internet 
security in relation to viruses, 
unsolicited emails or hacking

Unauthorized access to, 
or misuse of your personal 
information

DISASTER/ 
EPIDEMIC

FINANCIAL  
OBLIGATIONS

ONLINE 
TRANSACTIONS

PERSONAL  
SAFETY

A serious natural disaster 
occurring in your country

Your ability to meet your 
essential financial  
obligations

The security of shopping  
or banking online

Your overall personal safety 
over the next 6 months

FINANCIAL 
SECURITY

INTERNET 
SECURITY

PERSONAL 
SECURITY

**** The survey ranks concerns from zero to 300. One hundred means “somewhat concerned,” 200 means “very concerned” and 300 means “seriously concerned.”
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Take a quick look around the global village in 2017, and you will not need to look far for the topic of security to raise its head.

Simply put, security is on the minds of consumers around the world. And no type of security is exempt from the radar. On 
national security, the headlines scream of international conflict, of bombs in train stations and concert venues and of cyber 
espionage. On cyber security, they scream of the latest virus that takes down our computers or mobile devices, the latest attack 
that brings a retailer and sometimes an industry to its knees. On financial security, while we like the convenience of online 
banking, we worry about the safety and integrity of our bank accounts and the money in them. And then there is the real threat 
of identity theft. If it has happened to you, the chances of which appear to grow daily, the results are often life-changing.

These are personal, oftentimes emotional views. But the cost of security problems is real:

• National: The French government tourism authority reported an estimated loss of 1.3 billion euros in 
tourist income since the 2015-2016 terror attacks on France.  
Source: http://en.rfi.fr/france/20170221-paris-and-its-region-have-lost-15m-tourists-2016.

• Financial: The high level of debit and credit card fraud in the United States also impacts other countries. 
Among U.K.-issued cards in 2015, 35 percent of fraud-related losses occurred in the United States, 
compared to 10 percent in France and Australia, 9 percent in Canada and 6 percent in Germany.  
Source: http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/credit-card-security-id-theft-fraud-
statistics-1276.php.

• Internet: Cybersecurity Ventures, publisher of Cybersecurity Market Report, predicts that global 
spending on cybersecurity products and services will exceed $1 trillion over the next 5 years (through 
2021) – with concerns about cybercrime as the key driver.  
Source: http://cybersecurityventures.com/cybersecurity-market-report/.

• Personal: The Global Cyber Alliance says that 2016 set a record for data theft, with 421 billion records 
stolen and identify theft accounting for nearly two-thirds of all data breaches in the first half of that year. 
Source: https://www.globalcyberalliance.org/identity-theft-and-cybercrime-statistics.html.

Changes in the Global View
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Identity Theft and Bankcard Fraud are at the Top, with Developed Nations Quickly Closing 

the Gap

Global attitudes on security continue to evolve. In the 2014 Unisys Security Index, global consumers were most concerned over 
identity theft and bankcard fraud; while that is still the case, the concerns are just getting more acute. Identity theft ranks first 
among eight security threats in the 2017 Unisys Security Index, with 65 percent of those surveyed saying they are seriously 
concerned. Bankcard fraud ranks a close second among these same eight security threats in the index, with 64 percent of 
those surveyed saying they are seriously concerned.

It is not surprising that concerns over identity theft and bankcard fraud, because of their personal impact on consumers, lead 
the way in an environment in which other physical and cyber security concerns continue to rise dramatically.

The 2017 Unisys Security Index stands at 173 – 20 percent higher than in 2014, the last time the global Unisys Security Index 
was fielded. Only one of the 13 countries in which consumers were surveyed showed a decrease – Germany, at a marginal 
10 points, or 6 percent – in its concern level over security. In fact, more than twice as many countries (10 of 13, or 76 
percent) show a serious level of concern (an overall index score of 150 or above) about security as a whole – a jump from the 
percentage of the countries surveyed for the 2014 Unisys Security Index (when only 41 percent, or 5 of 12, registered serious 
concern).

Percentage of Global Citizens Who are Very or Extremely
Concerned about the surveyed areas of security

Identity Theft

Bankcard Fraud 

National Security

Viruses/Hacking

Online Transactions

Disaster/Epidemic

Financial Obligations

Personal Safety

65%

64%

59%

58%

51%

50%

50%

46%

How concerned are you about the following issues?
Extremely or Very Concerned
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In the meantime, while security concerns have traditionally been high in developing countries, concern is rising the fastest in 
developed countries, thus closing the gap between the two.

For example, the five countries with a 2017 index score higher than the global score of 173 are all categorized in the index as 
developing countries:

• Philippines is first, at 243

• Mexico second, at 216

• Malaysia is third, at 215

• Brazil is fourth, at 189

• Argentina is fifth, at 177

Yet by far the biggest index-over-index jump occurred with four countries categorized as developed countries, exposing the 
different ways that citizens of different countries are reacting to the security environment of today:

• Netherlands, up 59 points to 125, or an increase of 89 percent

• Australia, up 51 points to 157, or an increase of 48 percent

• The U.S., up 46 points to 169, or an increase of 37 percent

• The UK, up 41 points to 144, or an increase of 39 percent
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Financial Security and Personal Security Trade the Top Spot
The changes in the global security mindset have resulted in changes in how the four categories of the Unisys Security Index are 
ranked in relation to consumer concerns:

Unisys Security Index Components

Financial Security, 176

Personal Security, 174

Internet Security, 172

National Security, 170

Global 2017, Security Index 152

Change Since 2014 - PTS

+26pts

+23pts

+43pts

+28pts

• Financial Security. This category, which includes bankcard fraud and financial obligations, is now the 
highest-ranked category for global concern, at a 2017 index score of 176. It was ranked second in the 
prior index, but a close number two, only one point behind the leader. Regardless, concern is rising, with 
consumers registering a 17 percent index-over-index increase in serious concern.

• Personal Security. This category, which includes identity theft and personal safety, is the second-
highest-ranked category for global concern, with a 2017 index score of 174. Personal Security was the 
number one category for concern in the prior index, at a score of 151, so in 2017 the increase in terms 
of serious concern was 15 percent.

• Internet Security. Including viruses/hacking and online transactions, Internet Security now ranks third. 
It had been ranked as number four in 2014; it jumped to number three in 2017 on the strength of a 33 
percent, index-over-index increase in serious concern – by far the biggest jump in any of the categories.

• National Security. This category includes national security as it relates to war or terrorism and disaster/
epidemic. It ranks fourth despite a 19 percent increase in serious concern over the 2014 index, when it 
ranked third in serious concern.
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Concerns over cyber and physical security are at an all-time high. Consumers worldwide are far more worried about these 
issues than they are about their own personal safety. In fact, as with 2014, personal safety in 2017 ranks last – at 46 
percent – with regard to respondents feeling seriously concerned. Additionally, globally, consumers in 2017 who are 
seriously concerned about identity theft outnumber those concerned about their own personal safety by 41 percent. Finally, 
respondents seriously concerned about bankcard fraud surpassed those with the same level of concern about their personal 
safety by 39 percent.

Consumer attitudes across different countries toward these increased threats are evolving unevenly, as evidenced by the fact 
that security concerns are rising faster in developed nations than in developing ones. This may also illustrate a trend in which 
threats in our increasingly digital world pay no heed to national borders. And neither the rise in anxiety nor the quickly-shifting 
winds in developed countries show signs of abating, at least not any time soon.

The Unisys Perspective

Even after we take the call from the strange area code when we know we shouldn’t, do we hang up before we hand over our 
personal information in exchange for the free offer?

Do we cover our phone screen in a crowded place when we enter our password?

Are we vigilant in protecting ourselves against physical threats?

More than likely, the answers are yes, yes and yes.

Then why do we still feel like we have no control?

Unisys believes there is a common thread – indeed, a driving force throughout all 13 countries surveyed – behind the results 
of the 2017 Unisys Security Index: control. Or, more specifically, lack of control. People strive to be the gatekeepers of their 
personal data to prevent theft of their hard-earned money and, most importantly, to protect themselves and their families from 
harm. They do this in an increasingly interconnected world where we have less and less control all the time.

This global concern over loss of control is most clearly felt in the two areas where respondents feel they have little control over 
their personal data and assets: identity theft and bankcard fraud. 

Why Consumers Feel They Have So Little Control 
Based on its deep experience in working with clients around the world to address their cyber and physical security needs, 
Unisys believes that concerns over control all start with two words: personal information. With the highest-rated concern 
in the index – identity theft – the correlation is clear. If your identity is stolen, it’s because a “bad guy” stole your personal 
information. But if you look at the second-highest rated concern on the list, bankcard fraud, loss of identity control is still the 
cause. If someone uses your debit card to buy a new pair of shoes, it’s also because they got their hands on enough of your 
personal information to assume your identity.

Most people understand in general terms how terrorist attacks come about. They understand that natural disasters and 
epidemics occur. But the online world presents the enemy unseen. Even in this environment, people want to make online 
purchases for the conveniences they offer, they like to conduct Google searches for the immediacy of the answers they provide 
and they want to bank in a way that is convenient to them. But they don’t necessarily understand how such transactions 
actually work, even if they suspect they may be unsafe. Combine that with the media attention that cyberattacks like those 
at organizations ranging from Target to Sony to the recent WannaCry ransomware attack that affected hundreds of thousands 
of computers across the globe, and it is easy to see why consumers are experiencing feelings of loss – of their personal 
information. To many, a computer is a magic box. But they don’t really know what – or who – is lurking within it.

Conclusion
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Call it the democratization of cybercrime. “The perception is that anyone can become a victim,” says Bill Searcy, vice 
president, Justice, Law Enforcement and Border Security for Unisys and a former FBI deputy assistant director. “People don’t 
have to go to a bad neighborhood for this type of crime to occur. This is the theft that can come through your door, into your 
living room. I can put an alarm on my house, I can put double locks on every door. And it doesn’t matter.”

And as consumers see their world become more and more digitized, this fear shows no signs of abating. They are also placing 
increased expectations on institutions to protect their privacy and ensure transactional security. The Unisys Security Index 
began in 2007, when the overall concern level on a global basis was 135 – a rating considered moderate (the index considers 
a rating of 150 or more a high level of concern). By 2014, the index had risen, but only to 143 – still moderate, and a modest 
overall increase at 6 percent, or less than 1 percent per year. What accelerated the rise in concern so dramatically between 
2014 and 2017, when it went up to a 173 – or more than 6 percent per year?

“2014 was the year where we saw digital and mobile channels overtake branch banking,” says Eric Crabtree, vice president of 
Financial Services for Unisys. “As consumers have shifted increasingly toward using their phones to do their banking, they have 
seen the advantages that accrue. But the associated rise in concern being so steep makes sense. For consumers across the 
world, this really is a double-edged sword.”

A computer may be a magic box, after all, but so is a phone.

Why Lack of Trust is Growing in Developed Countries 
Another aspect of loss of control is loss of trust, and along with it the need to create a community of trust. Unisys believes 
that an evaporating sense of trust in established institutions among developed nations is closing the gap between the level of 
security concern in those nations and developing ones.

This loss of trust is manifesting itself in countless ways. There is increasing sensitivity to border protection, something that 
developed nations have long assumed their governments would provide. Yet with the various terrorist threats that have arisen 
in various parts of the world, that assumption is weakening.

“There is a feeling in some regions that security forces are less able to protect personal security,” says John Bone, head of 
Cyber Resiliency Services at Unisys and a retired Army colonel. “Citizens are increasingly looking to the private sector to plug 
the leaks, and there is a lower view of what established governments can do. In the meantime, individuals are surviving just 
fine in non-pacified, non-structured states.”

Yet consumer concerns over border protection are not just about safety. They also relate to other pressing issues, like the 
scarcity of jobs. In Australia, for example, there are rising concerns over whether too many citizens from elsewhere in Asia 
should be allowed into the country under worker visas. The biggest shock to the global system from such debate was the 2016 
Brexit vote in the United Kingdom. But ensuing debates throughout the 2016 and 2017 election campaigns in countries such 
as the U.S., Netherlands and France have raised the specter of similar, nationalist movements, and the angst does not look as 
if it will subside anytime soon.

This is where the respective trains of concerns over identity theft and bankcard fraud and those over security in developed 
nations meet: as the societies of developed countries continue to become more and more digitized, consumers gain more and 
more convenience – yet they feel more and more vulnerable. So it’s a Catch-22: just as consumers want more protection from 
cyber and physical crime, they are warier than ever before of the people, organizations and/or institutions that would typically 
provide it (as well as those who theoretically might impede it).

“When people have high feelings of concern, they are less willing to forgo privacy to adopt convenience or support government 
agencies sharing citizen data,” says John Kendall, global director of National and Border Security for Unisys. “They are simply 
more wary. It is a big inhibitor.”
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Different Faces, Different Places
Then there is the matter of how differently various demographic groups look at security. The highest levels of security index 
concerns are among women (10 points higher than men); people between the ages of 18 and 24 (21 points higher than 
people aged 55 or over); and those with lower incomes (29 points higher than those with higher incomes).

Consider the millennials. The first generation to come of age in the new millennium, they tend to have a significantly higher 
reliance on and understanding of technology. So why are they more concerned about security if they are comfortable enough 
to run their lives on their phones?

“Young people’s governments are Facebook, Snapchat, Google – those places and services they rely on for their social life,” 
says Michelle Beistle, Unisys Chief Privacy Officer. “They know their data is out there. They’re smart and they’re savvy. What 
they question is the intent of the companies that are using it. And they’ve never had much faith in their actual governments 
anyway. So when they hear about hacks and things like that, they are not surprised. That’s why they do things like use 
alternative online personas. It’s more educated cynicism than blind fear.”

Calls to Action
So what can companies and government agencies that serve consumers do? While the list is long, Unisys believes there are 
tangible steps they can take.

1.  Stop thinking of security as a nice-to-have. It is a must-have that should be built into everything 
we do. 

This relates to both the private and public sectors:

• Private sector: “Companies have a choice,” says Tom Patterson, chief trust officer and vice president 
of Unisys Stealth® security for Unisys. “Do we build this widget with the leading security built 
into it, or do we try to cut corners? The survey results are clear: companies need to be leaning 
toward building better security and privacy into whatever systems they take to market if they 
want consumers to buy them. Especially if they want to court the millennials upon whom they will 
increasingly rely economically over time.”

•  Public sector: “The primary function of government is to provide for the security of its people,” says 
Jennifer Napper, group vice president, Department of Defense and Intelligence, Unisys and a retired 
Army major general. “Whether it’s state, local or federal, these survey results should be of concern to 
governments, because it’s their job. Job One.”

2.  Move responsibility for security higher in your organization.

• Too many organizations bury the position responsible for security too deeply in the structure. As a 
result, it can be difficult for security to gain the visibility it needs at the executive management level. 

• “If you are serious about security, you’ve got to take it out of middle management and make it 
a board issue,” says Christopher Blask, global director, Industrial Control Systems. Unisys. “The 
profitability and survival of your company can depend on it.” 

3.  Focus on prevention first … but assume your organization will be compromised.

If easing consumer concerns about security starts with anything, it is this. And prevention relates to 
both consumers and companies that serve them:
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• Consumers: If someone hasn’t experienced identity theft or bankcard fraud, they know someone who 
has. “They know how difficult it is to get ID theft rectified, and the situation doesn’t seem to have 
gotten a whole lot better over the years,” Beistle says. “Prevention is still the best way to deal with 
it, because theft and fraud take so much out of the person who suffers and needs to remediate the 
problem.”

• Companies that serve consumers: With the sophistication of cybercrime increasing by the attack, 
it is time to up the ante. “The days of just building a firewall, which is a helpful tool but not enough 
on its own, are over. Our clients are augmenting perimeter-based security with more granular, 
community-based security,” says Ed Liebig, global vice president, Security Consulting for Unisys. 
“Prevention is key, because it’s a lot more expensive to try and clean up the mess later than invest 
upfront. Proactive monitoring is vital as well. Companies need to understand how easy it is for 
today’s hacker to open the door to the rest of your network.”

4.  Help strengthen cross-border security standards.

Global enforcement organizations have made progress in recent years on this front. But they are 
always looking for a hand from private enterprise, especially if a company has a particular expertise 
in an area of security – such as identity theft – where such standards are still somewhat nascent. For 
example, momentum continues to grow in security circles around so-called “Federated ID” concepts: 
the idea that one’s identity is authenticated at the point of transaction via a combination of factors 
ranging from a digital signature to a biometric scan. But as of yet there is no global consensus on the 
standards upon which such a system would rely. Until consensus is achieved, hackers can continue to 
hop, skip and jump through the loopholes created by inconsistency.

“Global standards form around discussion of common problems,” says Mark Forman, vice president of 
Public Sector for Unisys. “If you’re going to hack, you don’t care what country or people are affected. 
In today’s environment, despite the progress that industry and government have made together and 
must continue to make, the bad guys are often more tech-savvy than the good guys who are trying 
to stop them. It’s a fluid marketplace, and if you have expertise then you should become part of the 
solution. If you don’t do that, you’re really part of the problem.” 

5.  Work with trusted partners in providing solutions.

• The importance of working with experienced, trusted partners in providing one’s customers with 
secure solutions was never more on display than it was during the so-called “WannaCry” cyberattack 
in May 2017. The ransomware attack was part of a global campaign that infected computers with a 
virus, then demanded payment in order to remove it. The computers of those who would not comply 
were rendered unusable, with their files inaccessible.

• Unisys sprang into action, because the company had seen similar attacks before – and was 
prepared. The company immediately implemented its standard Client Services Computer Incident 
Response Process, or CIRP, which is designed to engage with clients in a proactive manner and adopt 
necessary measures to minimize any impact on client systems and/or infrastructure.

• Adds Blask: “When the security of your organization, not to mention that of your customers, is at 
stake, that’s not the time to ask fivesmartdogs.com for help.”
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Conclusion
Crime levels across many developed countries are at historic lows.

Then why do consumers who live in such countries feel less secure than ever?

It all starts with one’s identity – no matter where one lives.

“If we can find a way to really verify people’s identity, whether it’s for a movie ticket or a loan or a passport, then not only will 
people feel safer, but they will also be safer,” says Bone. “It may mean we have to give up privacy and biometric information to 
be able to do that – but only in return for clear benefits. If those aren’t there, people will fight the trade-off.”

Ultimately, Unisys believes, reestablishing trust is paramount. And organizations that serve consumers hold the key.

“With consumer anxiety over security and privacy at an all-time high, this is a wakeup call for businesses and government 
institutions alike to build security into everything they do – protecting both perimeters as well as communities within the 
network,” Patterson says. “This is the best way to build trust. Cybersecurity threats are here to stay, and you can’t retrofit 
security after the breach.” 

For more information on Unisys security offerings, visit: www.unisyssecurityindex.com.

About Unisys

Unisys is a global information technology company that specializes in providing industry-focused solutions integrated with 
leading-edge security to clients in the government, financial services and commercial markets. Unisys offerings include 
security solutions, advanced data analytics, cloud and infrastructure services, application services and application and server 
software. For more information, visit www.unisys.com.

About the Unisys Security Index

Unisys has conducted the Unisys Security Index – the only recurring snapshot of security concerns conducted globally – since 
2007 in order to provide an ongoing, statistically-robust measure of concern about security. The index is a calculated score 
out of 300 covering changing consumer attitudes over time across eight areas of security in four categories: national security 
and disaster/epidemic, in the National Security category; bankcard fraud and financial obligations, in the Financial Security 
category; viruses/hacking and online transactions, in the Internet Security category; and identity theft and personal safety, 
in the Personal Security category. The 2017 Unisys Security Index is based on online surveys conducted between April 6-18, 
2017 of nationally representative samples of at least 1,000 adults in each of the following countries: Argentina, Australia, 
Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Germany, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Philippines, the U.S. and the UK. The 
margin of error at a country level is +/-3.1 percent at 95 percent confidence level, and 0.9 percent at a global level. For more 
information on the 2017 Unisys Security Index, visit www.unisys.com/unisys-security-index.
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